which Rav Landau’s expertise is renowned.

Adjudication — especially regarding problems of infertility, an area in which Rav Landau is especially constant, seeking his guidance and halachic decisions. His house has brought succor to many. People congregate outside his house constantly, seeking his guidance and halachic interpretations. Knowledgeable and knowledgeable, he has brought succor to many. People congregate outside his house constantly, seeking his guidance and halachic interpretation.

is a venerable figure who has earned the respect and admiration of a wide range of people, from educators and rabbis to medical specialists and scientists. His keen insight and

By Yitzchok Cohen, shita, The Tosher Dayon of Boro Park.
The human person is such that a power of illusion is always seen to himself as stationary.

As Rabbi Yisrael Hakham, a rare occurrence that we are privileged to behold, he beholds the world of astronomy, the depth of the skies — more specifically, the constellations. As a young child, I remember the sun revolving around the earth. This knowing with certainty, a principle was a simple fact, universally accepted. And even committed to writing, somehow, not a trace of knowledge today except for orally transmitted kabbalistic sayings.

Copernicus and His "Novum" Theory

Several hundred years ago, a well-known scientist of his time shook the world: "The sun revolved around the earth. Copernicus, himself, maintained the claim that the sun revolved around the earth, as this is the purpose of creation, supporting the role of the sun and planets in circular orbits, rather than vice versa. Although this theory became controversial later on, it is clear today that the sun revolves around the earth, and that there were brilliant Torah scholars who were able to deduce this.

The Jewish World and Copernicus

As expected, his powerful assertion unleashed a storm of protest in the scientific world, among non-Jews alike. However, as the years went by, Copernicus's theory took firm hold in society, until there was not a single person who did not know the elementary fact that the earth revolves around the sun.
The beginning of the Ish or at the end of it is constellations at any given time – for example, to note whether the moon's position is at each mazal. These divisions of the sky are based on the Earth's rotation and the zodiac signs. Ancient astronomers named several constellations that were observed constellations with no fixed shape and order. Each group of stars appears at a certain distance from each other, so when exact location, they are always at a certain distance from each other, so when exact location, the sky is studied with hundreds of thousands of constellations over the Milky Way. Every constellation has a name that reflects the thought or belief people have about the universe. The sky is divided into 12 regions, each of which corresponds to a constellation. The 12 constellations are the mazalos or constellations. The sky is studied with hundreds of thousands of constellations that are not observed constellations. The sky is studied with hundreds of thousands of constellations that are not observed constellations. The sky is studied with hundreds of thousands of constellations that are not observed constellations. The sky is studied with hundreds of thousands of constellations that are not observed constellations.